79th Annual Meeting of the Academy of Management

August 9-13, 2019
Boston, Massachusetts, USA

PROGRAM ADDENDA
(last update: August 12, 2019 at 9:30 AM ET)

Please refer to the Online Program (http://program.aom.org/) for other updates such as paper withdrawals, session title or description changes, participant role changes, and person name or affiliation updates.

I. TIME AND LOCATION CHANGES

Friday, August 9th
Session 38: “Strengthened Leadership/Management Through Inclusive Practices: New Research & Tools” time changed from 8AM-9:30AM to 12:30PM-2PM and room changed from Salon B to Salon CD at the MAR.
Session 39: “Improving Lives by Developing Self Awareness of Faculty and Future Business Leaders” time changed from 8AM–10AM to 2:45PM–4:45PM and room changed from Tremont to Boylston at the MAR.
Session 68: “Sparking Creativity in Business Students: Addressing the Most Requested Job Skill in 2019” time changed from 8:30AM-6PM to 8:30AM-10AM.
Session 104: “Enhancing SIM Course Relevancy: Using a SIM Ethics Question Newspaper Blog” room changed from Grand Ballroom Salon B to Grand Ballroom Salon AB at the MAR.
Session 177: “Getting Out (of the Hotels) and Getting Things Done” date changed from Friday, August 9 to Saturday, August 10.
Session 180: “Understanding the Link between Entrepreneurship and Place” room changed from Grand Ballroom Salon B to Grand Ballroom Salon AB at the MAR.
Session 230: “OSCM Doctoral Consortium Closing Drinks” room changed from St. George BCD to Gloucester/Newbury at the WES.

Saturday, August 10th
Session 177: “Getting Out (of the Hotels) and Getting Things Done” date changed from Friday, August 9 to Saturday, August 10.
Session 276: “HR Division New Faculty Consortium PDW” room changed from Independence A to America Center at the WES.
Session 294: "Digital Practices: Unpacking the New Logics of Organizing in a Digital Age" room changed from Grand Ballroom Salons IJ to Grand Ballroom Salons IJK at the MAR.
Session 335: “ODC Doctoral Consortium” room changed from Beacon Hill to Grand Ballroom A at the BPP.
Session 342: “Do I Fit in at AOM? Concealed Identities and Engaging Your True Self at the Academy” room changed from 205 to 208 at the BCC.
Session 379: “Ethical Analytics: Gaining the Benefits of Data While Avoiding Threats to Privacy and Inclusion” room changed from Grand Ballroom Salons IJ to Grand Ballroom Salons IJK at the MAR.
Session 392: “OMT Dissertation Proposal Workshop” room changed from 205 to 208 at the BCC.
Session 428: “Integrating Service Learning into Business Schools’ Curriculum: Opportunities and Challenges” room changed from Tremont to Massachusetts at the MAR and time changed from 1PM–3PM to 3PM–5PM.
Session 432: “ENT Mid-Career Consortium – Christopher Stevens and Rachida Justo” room changed from Grand Ballroom Salons IJ to Grand Ballroom Salons IJK at the MAR.
Session 443: “Forum for Leaders of the Academy’s Affiliated & Associated Societies” time changed from 2PM–3:30PM to 2:30PM–3:30PM.
Session 445: “How to Use More Precise Distribution-Fitting Procedures to Advance Management Theory and Practice” room changed from 205 to 208 at the BCC.
Session 479: “Escaping Schumpeter’s Shadow: The Power of Contextualization in the Rigor-Relevance Debate” room changed from Grand Ballroom Salons IJ to Grand Ballroom Salons IJK at the MAR.

BCC = Boston Hynes Convention Center | BPP = Boston Park Plaza | FRM = The Fairmont Copley Plaza Hotel
HIL = Hilton Boston Back Bay | MAR = Boston Marriott Copley Place | SHR = Sheraton Boston Hotel
WES = Westin Copley Place Boston | OS = Offsite
Saturday, August 10th (continued)

Session 499: “Across the Universe: University of Liverpool Management School Drinks Reception” time changed from 5PM-8PM to 6PM-8PM and room changed from 208 at the BCC to Essex North at the WES.

Session 500: “University of Bath - School of Management Reception” time changed from 5PM–9PM to 6PM–8PM.

Session 501: “City University of Hong Kong, Reception, 2019 Academy of Management Annual Meeting” room changed from 329 at the BCC to America South at the WES.

Session 510: “Journal of Supply Chain Management Reception and Awards” location changed from Room 207 at the BCC to Gloucester/Newbury at the WES.

Session 515: “Empowering Thinking to Develop Innovative Solutions for Inclusive Organizations” room changed from Whittier to Newbury at the BPP and time changed from 5:45PM–7:45PM to 1PM–3PM.

Session 518: “Department of Management and Marketing, The Hong Kong Polytechnic University Cocktail Reception” room changed from 302 at the BCC to America North at the WES.

Session 519: “Reception by Department of Management, Chinese University of Hong Kong” room changed from 306 at the BCC to America Center at the WES.

Session 525: “RM Division – CARMA Consortium/PDW Social” room changed from 201 to 207 at the BCC.

Session 529: “Hong Kong Baptist University Reception” room changed from 311 at the BCC to Staffordshire Ballroom at the WES.

Session 533: “Iberoamerican Academy of Management Social” room changed from Berkeley to Back Bay at the BPP.

Session 537: “Diversity and Inclusion Theme Committee: Executive Committee Business Dinner” location changed from Room 308 at the BCC to Papa Razzi Restaurant.

Session 2204: “Association of Korean Management Scholars Doctoral Student Consortium and Annual Meeting” room changed from Fenway Ballroom at the HIL to Venetian Room at the FRM.

Sunday, August 11th

Session 546: “AOM Past Presidents Breakfast” room changed from Exeter AB to Liberty Ballroom AB at the SHR.

Session 562: “SAP Meet & Greet Breakfast” location changed from Joe’s American Bar and Grill to Newbury at the WES.

Session 586: “Journal of Management Education – Editorial Review Board Meeting” room changed from Fairfax AB to Jamaica Pond at the SHR.

Session 601: “Journal of Management Education – Special Issues Writers Workshop” room changed from Back Bay Ballroom A to Beacon A at the SHR.

Session 602: “Long Range Planning Editorial Board Meeting” room changed from Whittier to Grand Ballroom B at the BPP.

Session 612: “Incoming and Outgoing DIG Chairs Meeting” time changed from 10:30AM–12:30PM to 11AM to 12:30PM at the SHR in Gardener AB.

Session 692: “Editorial Board Meeting of Management Teaching Review” room changed from Hampton A to Boston Common at the SHR.

Session 702: “Moral and Ethical Dimensions of Conflict in Organizations” room changed from Gardener B to Gardener AB at the SHR.

Session 809: “To Identity and Beyond in Purchasing and Supply Chain Management” time changed from 5:30PM–8PM to 12:30PM–3PM and room changed from Boylston at the MAR to Empire at the WES.

Session 810: “Sigma Iota Epsilon Annual Reception” time changed from 5:30PM–8PM to 3:30PM–5:30PM and room changed from Liberty Ballroom A to Olmstead at the SHR.

Session 830: “IACMR/MOR/Guanghua School of Management Joint Reception” room changed from Back Bay Ballroom B to Back Bay Ballroom D at the SHR.

Session 831: “Institute for Humane Studies Networking Reception” room changed from Liberty Ballroom B to Liberty Ballroom AB at the SHR.

Session 1190: “Crossing the Line: Examining “Above” and “Below” the Line Diversity Activities in Organizations” time changed from 12:30 PM–2PM to 10AM–11:30AM at the BCC in Room 313.

Session 1564: “MC Division Members and Friends Dinner” date changed from Monday to Sunday and room changed from State Suite AB to Venetian Room at the FRM.

Session 2204: “Association of Korean Management Scholars Doctoral Student Consortium and Annual Meeting” room changed from Venetian to Oval at the FRM.

Session 2229: “School of Management, Zhejiang University Reception” location changed from Wellesley at the MAR to Liberty Ballroom C at the SHR.
Monday, August 12th

Session 917: “Organizations of Higher Purpose: Definition and Examples” room changed from Franklin to Statler at the BPP.
Session 1010: “Higher Purpose in Organizational Development and Change” room changed from Franklin to Statler at the BPP.
Session 1101: “Juggling Roles: Academic Physicians as Scientists, Managers...and also Clinicians” time changed from 11:30AM–1PM to 1:15PM–2:45PM.
Session 1146: “Challenges on the Journey to Developing Higher Purpose Organization: Research, Theory and Practice” room changed from Franklin to Statler at the BPP.
Session 1219: “Impact of innovations in financing and incentives on health systems, organizations, and individuals” time changed from 1:15PM–2:45PM to 3PM–4:30PM.
Session 1236: “MC Distinguished Scholar-Practitioners Session” room changed from Whittier to Georgian at the BPP.
Session 1284: “Local Influences on Sustainability Adoption and Performance” time changed from 1:15PM-2:45PM to 9:45AM-11:15AM and room changed from North Star to Empire at the WES.
Session 1366: “MSR Mindfulness Practice and Impact” room changed from Grand Ballroom Salon J to Grand Ballroom Salon E at the MAR.
Session 1386: “Refugees and Information Technology: Greater Opportunities or Novel Concerns?” room changed from Grand Ballroom Salon C to Grand Ballroom Salon C at the MAR.
Session 1416: “Intra-Industry Competitive Dynamics” time changed from 3PM-4:30PM to 4:45PM-6:15PM and room changed from Cabot to Gloucester at the BPP.
Session 1442: “SIM Business Meeting” location has changed from Grand Ballroom Salons HI to Grand Ballroom Salons HIJK at the MAR.
Session 1512: “Towards a Theory of Organizational Network Effectiveness: Challenges and Opportunities” time changed from 4:45PM-6:15PM to 3PM-4:30PM.
Session 1528: “The Interplay between Institutions and Corporate Nonmarket Strategy” room changed from Arlington to Whittier at the BPP.
Session 1529: “Strategy Development Under Uncertainty” time changed from 4:45PM-6:15PM to 3PM-4:30PM and room changed from Berkeley at the FRM to Whittier at the BPP.
Session 1549: “Entrepreneurship Division Business Meeting” time changed from 5PM-6PM to 5PM-6:30PM.
Session 1557: “Social Issues in Management Annual Social Gathering” room changed from Grand Ballroom Salon G to Grand Ballroom Salons HIJK at the MAR.
Session 1564: “MC Division Members and Friends Dinner” date changed from Monday to Sunday. See session 1564 on Sunday above.
Session 1565: “Management History Division Business Meeting” location has changed from Grand Ballroom Salons HI to Provincetown at the MAR.
Session 1569: “RM Division Business Meeting” room changed from 310 to 304 at the BCC.
Session 1572: “Africa Academy of Management Social” room changed from Empire to Parliament at the WES.
Session 1582: “RM Division Reception” room changed from 310 to 304 at the BCC.
Session 1585: “Case Western Reserve, Weatherhead School of Mgt, Organizational Behavior & Doctor of Mgt Reception” location changed from Terrace to Clarendon at the BPP.
Session 2199: “NOCA & CBS Executive Debriefing Session 4” time changed from Tuesday at 4:30PM–8PM to Monday at 4:30PM–8PM.
Session 2231: “Alliance Manchester Business School Food and Drinks Reception” time changed from 7:30PM–9:30PM to 7PM–9PM.

Tuesday, August 13th

Session 1727: “Building Inclusive Career Paths around Caregiving: Constraints and Strategies” time changed from 9:45AM–11:15AM to 11:30AM–1PM and room changed from Liberty Ballroom A to Liberty Ballroom B at the SHR.
II. SESSION ADDITIONS

Friday, August 9th
Session 2212: “TIM Junior Faculty and Doctoral Consortium Reception” is scheduled from 6PM–9PM at HCC in Room 209.
Session 2213: “NOCA & CBS Executive Debriefing” is scheduled from 5PM–7:30PM at MAR in Wellesley.
Session 2220: “Speaker Ready Room (Westin)” is scheduled from 8AM–8PM at WES in Mastiff.
Session 2232: “Deakin and Shanghai University Event” is scheduled from 4PM–5:30PM at MAR in Hyannis.

Saturday, August 10th
Session 227: “The International Journal of Human Resources Management Editorial Board Meeting & Reception” is scheduled from 5:30PM–7:30PM at WES in North Star.
Session 2210: “Journal of Organization Design Editorial Board Meeting” is scheduled from 2PM–3PM at BCC in Room 108.
Session 2214: “The British Academy of Management Celebrates Journal Anniversaries” is scheduled from 4PM–5:30PM at FRM in State Suite AB.
Session 2221: “Speaker Ready Room (Westin)” is scheduled from 8AM–8PM at WES in Mastiff.
Session 2225: “Wiley Presents a Two-Part Panel Discussion Featuring Top Journal Editors” is scheduled from 10AM–11AM at HIL in Maverick.
Session 2229: “Reception Hosted by the School of Management Editorial Board Meeting” is scheduled from 6:30PM–8:30PM at MAR in Wellesley.
Session 2230: “Innovation, Organization & Management Editorial Board Meeting” is scheduled from 12PM–1PM at SHR in Clarendon AB.
Session 2233: “Meet the Authors: Professor Anita McGahan and Professor Will Mitchell” is scheduled from 10:15AM–10:45AM at BCC in Exhibit Hall A – Booth 304.
Session 2234: “The Indian Academy of Management Social” is scheduled from 5:30PM–7:30PM at SHR in Independence West.
Session 2236: “International Management Division Doctoral Student Social Event” is scheduled from 6PM–8PM at The Brahmin American Cuisine and Cocktails (offsite).

Sunday, August 11th
Session 224: “Association of Korean Management Scholars Doctoral Student Consortium and Annual Meeting” is scheduled from 11AM–3PM at Venetian Room at the FRM.
Session 2245: “Technical University of Munich (TUM): Bavarian Breakfast Reception (invitation only)” is scheduled from 9:30AM – 1PM at SHR in Back Bay Ballroom B.
Session 2246: “Organization Science Editorial Review Board Reception” is scheduled from 4PM–5PM at HIL in Fenway Ballroom.
Session 2249: “Organization Science Senior Editor Luncheon Meeting” is scheduled from 12PM–1:45PM at HIL in Adams B.
Session 2246: “Tinghua University SEM Reception” is scheduled from 4PM–5PM at BCC in Clarendon AB.
Session 2247: “MIT Sloan Management Review Reception” is scheduled from 5PM–7PM at SHR in Arnold Arboretum.
Session 2248: “Journal of Management History Editorial Advisory Board Meeting” is scheduled from 10AM–11AM at SHR in Beacon B.
Session 2242: “Speaker Ready Room (Westin)” is scheduled from 8AM–8PM at WES in Mastiff.
Session 2246: “JOM Editorial Board Meeting & Reception” is scheduled from 4:30PM–6:30PM at SHR in Back Bay Ballroom B.
Session 2247: “Cross Cultural & Strategic Management Editorial Board Meeting” is scheduled from 3PM–4PM at BCC in Room 301.
Session 2248: “Rise and Shine Breakfast with ESSEC Business School” is scheduled from 7AM–10AM at WES in Essex Center.
Session 2249: “AOM Specialized Conferences Mexico City Meet & Greet” is scheduled from 4PM–5PM at BCC in Room 205.
Session 2237: “Journal of Managerial Psychology Board Meeting” is scheduled from 8:30AM–10AM at SHR in Olmstead.
Session 2238: “Career Development International Journal Board Meeting” is scheduled from 8:30AM–10AM at SHR in Exeter AB.
Session 2239: “AMR Best Paper/Best Reviewer Luncheon” is scheduled from 11AM–12:15PM at SHR in Hampton A.
Session 2240: “Book event for Sarah Kaplan, author of The 360° Corporation” is scheduled from 2PM–3PM at BCC in Exhibit Hall A – Booth 306.
Session 2241: “5 Ways to Incorporate Social Media in Your Management Course” is scheduled from 8:20AM–9:20AM at BCC in Room 101.
Session 2242: “The Seven Summits Trade Challenge for Global Trade and Supply Chain Professionals” is scheduled from 11:30AM–1PM at BCC in Room 101.
Monday, August 12th
Session 2211: “CBS Alumni Event” is scheduled from 5PM–8:30PM at HIL in Washington.
Session 2215: “A Decade of Intuition Symposia” is scheduled from 1:30PM–2:30PM at WES in Baltic.
Session 2223: “Speaker Ready Room (Westin)” is scheduled from 8AM–8PM at WES in Mastiff.

Tuesday, August 13th
Session 2208: “Meet the Org Sci Editors: Organization Science Special Issue Emerging Technologies and Organizing” is scheduled from 3PM–4:30PM at SHR in Liberty Ballroom B.
Session 2224: “Speaker Ready Room (Westin)” is scheduled from 8AM–5PM at WES in Mastiff.

III. SESSION CANCELLATIONS

Friday, August 9th
None.

Saturday, August 10th
Session 352: “Including Decolonising-Colonizing Dynamics within Management and Organisational Knowledge” is cancelled.
Session 380: “Reflexive Fieldnote-Writing in the Practice of Organizational Change” is cancelled.
Session 439: “English Writing for German Native Speakers” is cancelled.

Sunday, August 11th
None.

Monday, August 12th
None.

Tuesday, August 13th
Session 1701: “Business Groups: Strategy and Governance” is cancelled.

IV. OTHER CHANGES

Please refer to the Online Program (http://program.aom.org/) for other updates such as paper withdrawals, session title or description changes, participant role changes, and person name or affiliation updates.